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were playing at the sand table at the same time, but each
was interested primarily in his own activity.
Any type o£ social behavior may grow out of a number of
tendencies — the desire for physical activity, for the society
of others, for mastery, and for doing what grown ups do.
The aim of social education should be not unselfishness or
non-selfishness, but the development of a self that desires
to act in ways that are advantageous to himself and to others.
A child should have his own way, whenever his way is a
good one in a given situation.
Technics of social behavior develop in response to de-
mands of the situation/ The twin, Jimmy, inferior to
Johnny in certain motor skills, became the more skilful in
inducing Johnny to climb up and get jam for him. In other
experiments children frequently ask the investigator for. help
in solving the problems presented to them.
Table Manners and Social Conventions. — If at the end
of the fifth year a child has learned to eat quietly with his
mouth closed while chewing; to use knife, fork, and spoon
habitually and fingers only rarelyf very seldom to upset his
milk; to use napkin or bib properly; and to say please and
thank you spontaneously; his parents should be content. It
is possible, of course, to establish many other social conven-
tions, but, perhaps, at too great a cost of nagging or the risk
of developing in a child a rather priggish, individualistic
sense of superiority in his accomplishments and self-con-
sciousness about them. In an environment in which adults
show the conventional considerations for others the child is
likely to adopt many of the conventions without specific
attention to training in them.
In some homes and in some nursery schools these forms of
social convention are overemphasized, and the child judged
on behavior which has little fundamental relationship to his
main developmental needs. The extremely model child
shown off by his parents is as poorly reared as the exceed-
ingly obstreperous youngster. Surely, there is a middle
ground between these two extremes. Adults have a right
to insist on a few rules and to protect their own peace and

